AURALITE TESTIMONIALS
#1 I have been taking this amazing
AuraLite for about 2 1/2 weeks and the
changes are phenomenal. I notice that
half way through my day I’m not
needing a subpar energy drink.
AuraLite is giving me sustained energy
throughout the day, I am also noticing
muscle tightness in my core.
In between swallows I could go on
and on about this product. I would
recommend this product to anyone
who feels sluggish half way through
their work day. And, to anyone wanting
to lose a little fat from their midsection.
My hunger is satisfied much faster and
I am not eating as much at meal time.
Thank You.
Lance, age 35, father of 2, (Manager
of a chain drugstore — I see a lot of
products. This one actually works.)

#2 Life Altering Body Changing
I’ve always struggled with my weight
due to overeating and a slow
metabolism. Its been a losing battle.
Now I’ve been losing weight. I started
taking AuraLite every morning, 6 weeks
ago, often as my breakfast, mixed into
8oz water and 4oz of juice. It’s delicious
and satisfying. I easily control what I
eat.
This product has nutritionally
changed my body. I’m slimming fat off
my sides and midsection, fat that even
with exercise has never come off.
But get this, I have not been doing
exercises.
I’ve only been taking AuraLite which
has altered the way my body uses food
and how I see food. Since beginning
daily use of AuraLite I am in control and
seek good wholesome food that makes
me feel good! And it is easy to eat a lot
less in each portion.
Now 6 weeks of AuraLite has me
down 20 pounds, 20 lbs! I’m eating
better, I’m feeling better and I’m told I’m
looking better as well — all thanks to
AuraLite!
I’ve been an avid coffee and —
keyword and — “energy drink”

consumer daily for years, never getting
what I was looking for, only adding more
as the effects wore off. I was actually
more and more tired until it seemed like
the coffee and energy drinks just weren’t
doing anything for me. Expensive.
Instantly after taking only two spoons
of AuraLite, I feel a smooth yet great
energy boost that lasts and lasts. No
shakes or jitters, just clean strong
energy all day. Nothing like the rush
with a crash with energy drinks that
leave you feeling drained.
There is still one more benefit to
report. AuraLite will turn around a lousy
day in a flash. My body feels so good
after drinking my AuraLite that my
mood is greatly risen. I feel great, clear
minded and positive all day long. I will
never be without it.
Zakk, Production Manager, age 28,
father of 3.

#3 First thing I noticed was the taste.
Not over-powering sweet but calm and
mellow. AuraLite hits that just right
taste bud. Not gagging like thick diet
shakes.
Being at a weight of almost 400lbs, it
has helped cut my meals in half and still
provide me the energy I need to take on
my day, The energy is not a shaking
kind of nervous energy, but a calm boost
with no crash. I also suffer from IBS
(Irritable Bowel Syndrome). I am highly
caffeine sensitive, so coffee and energy
drinks send me running to the nearest
restroom with extreme pain in my
stomach.
With AuraLite’s natural sources and
balanced caffeine I have not problems
taking it. AuraLite has given me a new
hope for the future for taking my energy,
weight and life back into my own hands,
giving me more time with my family and
doing the things I love to do. I can’t
imagine not having it.
Brandon, Production, age 34, father
of 3.

#4 I’ve been using AuraLite for about
7 weeks now. It’s amazing! I have been
experiencing better, deeper sleep — So

very meaningful to get good sleep! —
regularity, and good, steady weight loss.
I can actually feel my muscles tightening
and building even when I’m just driving!
Adding this to a fitness routine would
make a big impact on lean muscle
building and weight loss. I know this is
going to stay part of my daily routine
for good.
Jala, Personal Assistant, age 33,
mother of 2.

#5 I’ve been taking AuraLite for
about a month now and I’ve notices an
increase in motivation, reduced
appetite, and I’m down 8 pounds.
Today, I was in a car accident and even
with the added stress and everything
that goes along with that, my mood and
energy level improved noticeably after
taking AuraLite.
I’m an avid
outdoorsman and I spend a lot of time
hiking, kayaking, jet skiing, paddle
boarding and whatever else I can find.
Since I started taking AuraLite, I’ve
noticed I can go harder and further than
I can without. I also can’t eat the same
size portions that I was used to.
The overall effect is that I can do
more with less and it has encouraged
me to make better food and beverage
choices.
Ty, Entrepreneur, age 38.

#6 Having A Good Day
Four years ago I woke up to a Hobo
Spider bit just under my diaphragm. In
2 days this developed into a halfavocado size MRSA abscess. Under
medical care, this became a whole body
MRSA infection. I began with excellent
health, so my body fought well for 6
months but then suddenly collapsed.
My entire body was dissolving from
the inside out. In one evening my
temperature shot to 105F and my blood
sugar shot to 385. I was taken to the
emergency at the hospital. I was
essentially in shock, in and out of

consciousness and more dead than
alive.
During my 14 hours in the emergency
room, I overheard two doctors
describing that my organs were dead
and they didn’t expect me to make it.
Finally, I got moved to a regular room.
During 3 weeks I got quite excellent care,
but the treatments and surgery were
quite severe. Again, they didn’t expect
me to make it, but I did — over and over.
So here I am about 4 years later, but
honestly, it has been tough finding a
good day — a day with energy — a day
with lowered pain — a clear mind — so
I can function.
For me, AuraLite is my way out. It is
an entirely new kind of formula and it is
working. Can’t imagine life without it
now. With it, everything just works
better.
AuraLite was created out of 35 years
of natural nutrition formulating
experience. And I can say that when
you entire body is in agony, and you are
told repeatedly you are about to die you
become uniquely motivated to give it
your best shot.
AuraLite isn’t just Energy, Appetite
Control, Fat Burn, and Muscle Support.
It is a whole body, feel good, health
tonic. With AuraLite, I have a good day.
Jevari, age 62, father of 11,
grandfather of 15. (Formulator of
AuraLite)
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